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Fentanyl, a m-opioid receptor agonist, phase shifts the hamster
circadian pacemaker
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Abstract

The phase-shifting effects of the m-opioid receptor agonist fentanyl on the circadian timing system were investigated in the hamster.
Fentanyl injections during the mid-subjective day induced phase advances of the hamsters’ wheel-running activity rhythm. The shifts were
not accompanied by an increase in locomotor activity but instead a decrease of activity was often observed. A dose–response curve
indicated that with increasing dosage, the response probability increased, while the magnitude of the induced shift remained stable. The
present data suggest that there is some role for opioid regulation of the circadian system.  2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
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A major pacemaker for circadian rhythms is located in activity, which can be induced by novel wheel access or
the suprachiasmatic nuclei (SCN) at the base of the cage cleaning produces large phase-advances [10,30].
anterior hypothalamus [19,20,29]. This pacemaker drives Moreover, several drugs and neurotransmitters such as
many physiological functions [13]. Circadian rhythms are benzodiazepines, serotonin and neuropeptide Y induce
adjusted to the environmental light–dark cycle via the phase advances when applied during the day
retina [16,41]. Light pulses applied during the beginning of [1,3,6,17,22,36–38]. The function of these phase shifting
night result in phase delays of the circadian cycle, whereas responses at daytime is unknown.
at the end of the night they cause phase advances The influence of morphines on the circadian system has
[14,27,28,34]. During the day, light does not phase shift recently received increasing attention [2,11,18]. In one
the pacemaker. The time-dependent responsiveness to light study in mice, morphine was shown to induce shifts in the
assures that the circadian pacemaker entrains to the circadian rhythm of running wheel activity [11]. These
environmental light–dark cycle. shifts were attributable to an increase in the animals’

Although light appears to be effective only at night, activity following injection, and not to their direct effect on
other stimuli appear to have phase shifting effects mainly SCN neurons. In a pilot study we investigated the effects
during the day. For example, increased running wheel of fentanyl, a potent m-opioid receptor agonist on the

activity rhythm of hamsters, and found no increase in
activity levels following fentanyl application. This offers
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of the m-opioid receptor affects the circadian pacemaker’s activity was often observed for about one circadian cycle
phase. irrespective of the timing of the injection (Fig. 1A and B).

Male golden hamsters (Mesocricetus auratus) were In only two instances, fentanyl injections were accom-
obtained from Harlan, Nederland, Horst, The Netherlands, panied by an increase in running wheel activity.
at the age of 10 weeks (80–100 g). The animals were A phase response curve (PRC) was obtained for both
housed in a sound attenuated and temperature-controlled 0.1 mg and 0.025 mg fentanyl injections (Fig. 2). The
room, in individual cages that were equipped with running fentanyl induced phase shifts differed significantly between
wheels. Wheel-running activity was recorded and stored circadian times (P,0.001) for the highest dosage of
automatically by a computer system, with a time-resolution fentanyl. In particular, at CT 6 and CT 9 the average phase
of 1 min. Hamsters were entrained to a light–dark regimen shift was significantly higher than at CT 12 (P,0.001,
(L:D514:10) with a light intensity of about 100 lux at the P50.038, respectively). The PRC for fentanyl differs
bottom of the cages, before they were released in constant moreover from the PRC for control injections (P,0.001,
darkness. Fig. 2). In the control group there were no differences

Phase response curve: After 7 days in darkness, animals between the circadian times (P50.26).
received intraperitoneal fentanyl injections (0.1 mg, 2 ml) At around CT 6, we separately analyzed the effects of
aimed at one of the circadian times 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21 control injections (N56 animals) and injections with 0.025
and 24, with circadian time 12 defined as the onset of mg fentanyl (N513), 0.5 mg fentanyl (N517) and 0.1 mg
running wheel activity. After the injection, the animals fentanyl (N519). For control injections, no significant
were kept in constant darkness for another 2 weeks. Phase phase shifts were observed. For the respective dosages of
shifts were determined by fitting straight lines through 0.025 mg, 0.05 mg and 0.1 mg fentanyl, we observed a
activity onsets before and after the injection. The fitted response probability of 15%, 59% and 90% respectively
lines were extrapolated to the day immediately following (Fig. 3A). These data could be fitted by a sigmoid curve,
the injection to measure phase advances (1) or delays (2). described by:
The animals were re-entrained to a light dark cycle and the

y 5 exp(22.6986 1 2.6517x) /h jwhole procedure was repeated with a lower dose of
fentanyl (0.025 mg) and finally with control injections 1 1 exp(22.6986 1 2.6517x)h j
(NaCl, 2 ml). Each animal contributed at most two times
to each phase response plot. When animals received more with x5dosage and y5response probability.
than one injection within the same time epoch, mean We additionally analyzed the magnitudes of the fentanyl
values were taken. The fentanyl-induced shifts that were induced phase shifts irrespective of the dosage, and we
obtained at the various circadian times were compared observed a bimodal distribution; animals responded either
with phase shifts induced by control injections and differ- with no significant phase change, or they responded with a
ences were tested with an ANOVA test. shift (Fig. 3B). The non-responsive group displayed an

Dose response plot: To determine the dose–response average phase change of 0.11 h (S.D.: 0.013) whereas the
relationship for fentanyl, animals additionally received other group responded with a mean shift of 1.30 h (S.D.:
injections of 0.05 mg fentanyl aimed at CT 6. The 0.33). Hardly any phase shifts were observed between 0.4
experimental protocol was similar to that described above. and 0.8 h. The data could be fitted significantly better with

2Data were pooled between CT 4.5 and 7.5. To quantify the two curves instead of one curve (X 523.6, df53, P,

percentage of animals that responded with a phase shift, 0.0001). The point where the curves intersect coincides
we used a criteria based on our control experiments. The with the value that we applied to discriminate between
highest phase shift obtained with control injection (0.5 h, responsive and non-responsive animals and justifies the
N51) was considered to be a nonspecific response. Phase criteria that we applied.
shifts above this value were considered to be meaningful Of those animals that responded with a phase shift .0.5
fentanyl-induced shifts. The percentage of animals that h, mean phase shifts were determined as a function of
responded with phase shifts .0.5 h were plotted as a dosage (Fig. 3C). Mean phase shifts (62 S.E.M.) for
function of the dosage with the 95% confidence intervals dosages 0.1, 0.05 and 0.025 mg, were 1.0 h (60.14,
included. Of those animals that responded with a phase N52), 1.15 h (60.29, N510), and 1.48 h (60.26, N5

shift, the average phase shift (62 S.E.M.) was calculated. 17). These shifts were not significantly different.
A total number of 51 animals received fentanyl or The present data indicate that fentanyl induces phase

control injections at various circadian phases. Fentanyl advances when injected during the subjective day, and no
injections that were centered around CT 6 and CT 9 phase shifts when applied during the subjective night. The
induced phase advances of the circadian activity rhythm shifts during the day differed significantly from shifts
(Fig. 1). At CT 6, a mean phase shift of 1.3 h was induced by control injections and we conclude therefore
observed (confidence interval60.31) and at CT 9 it was that they are attributable to the action of fentanyl itself. A
0.8 h60.18. At other circadian times, large phase advances complete reduction of activity was often observed in the
or delays were absent. A reduction in running wheel first hours following the injection and the animals usually
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Fig. 1. The phase shifting effect of fentanyl on the circadian activity rhythm of a hamster. (A) Double plotted running wheel activity rhythm of the
hamster. After an initial entrainment period the hamster was released in constant darkness. After 7 days the animal received a fentanyl injection at circadian
time 7. The day of the injection is indicated by an arrow and the timing by an asterisk. The injection induced a decrease in running wheel activity and a
phase advance of the freerunning activity rhythm. (B) The animal received a fentanyl injection at CT 10.4, at the day indicated by an arrow. Although the
injection induced a clear suppression in running wheel activity, it did not induce a significant phase shift. (C) The animal received a control injection
(NaCl, 2 ml) at CT 7 at the indicated day. The injection did not induce a shift in the activity rhythm.

fell asleep. The question arises whether this reduction in between the curves exist with respect to the time where
activity induced the shift. However, lower dosages of optimal advances are obtained (CT 6–CT 9) and with
fentanyl given at CT 6 or 9 often produced similar respect to the presence of a phase delaying area in the
decreases in activity but these were not accompanied by a PRC. Fentanyl has a clear optimum at CT 6 and shows no
phase shift. Moreover, 0.1 mg injections at circadian times significant phase delays.
other than CT 6 and 9 were also accompanied by de- A dose response curve was obtained for injections that
creased activity, but rarely by phase shifts. We, therefore, were performed between CT 4.5 and CT 7.5. A peculiar
argue that the decreased activity levels had no relation with finding of this study was that an increment in dosage
the occurrence of phase shifts. resulted in an increase in response probability, but not so

Phase shifts were maximal at CT 6, and somewhat much in an increase in the magnitude of the response.
smaller at CT 9. Although some individual delays were When phase shifts were plotted against the frequency of
observed at around CT 24, mean shifts at around this time their occurence (Fig. 3B) a bimodal distribution emerged.
were not significant. The phase response curve for fentanyl This was interpreted as an area of nonresponders and an
resembles the phase response curves for a number of other area with responders. Almost no phase shifts were induced
phase shifting manipulations. In vivo application of neuro- with a magnitude between 0.4 and 0.8 h for any of the
peptide Y, serotonin, and benzodiazepines as well as used dosages.
electrical stimulation of the intergeniculate leaflet result in These findings suggest that there is not a gradual change
phase advancing shifts during the day in most (but not all) in responsiveness to fentanyl, but that instead the transition
studies [1,6,17,22,32,36–38]. Increased locomotor activity in responsiveness is very abrupt. Animals either respond
induced by cage cleaning and novel wheel access result in within a certain range of values, or they do not respond to
similar advances during the day [10,30,37]. Differences the drug. It is possible that this particular dose response
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Fig. 3. Dose–response effects of fentanyl at mid-subjective day. (A)
Increased dosages of fentanyl induce an increase in response probability.
The data have been fitted by a sigmoid curve and 95% confidence
intervals have been indicated. (B) The number of phase shifts of a certain
magnitude have been plotted against the magnitude of the phase shifts

Fig. 2. Phase response plots for the effects of fentanyl (0.1 and 0.025 (solid lines). These data could be fitted significantly better by a bimodal
mg) and control injections. (A) Individual phase shifts induced by distribution (dashed line) than by a unimodal distribution (dotted line).
fentanyl (0.1 mg) are plotted against the circadian time of the injection. (C) For those animals that responded with a phase shift the magnitude of
Circadian time 12 corresponds with the onset of running wheel activity. the phase shifts was plotted as a function of dosage. The mean response
(B) The mean shifts induced by 0.1 mg fentanyl injections (closed did differ not for the used dosages of fentanyl.
symbols) and control injections (open symbols). Number of used animals
is indicated between brackets above the error bars (experimental animals)

working area. For instance, the intensity response curve foror below the error bars (control animals). Circadian times refer to the
light effects on the pacemaker is characterized by a verymidpoints of the injection times and data were pooled between CT
small working area, especially when it is compared to the1.5–CT 4.5, between CT 4.5–CT 7.5 and so on. (C) Phase response plot

for the phase shifting effect of 0.025 mg fentanyl. light intensities that actually occur in the environment
[14,15,34]. Similar properties may exist for the responsive-

relationship indicates that a certain cascade of events is ness to m-opioid receptor stimulation.
triggered by a minimal dosage, and that the effect is of the In the recent years fruitful research has been directed to
all-or-none type. Alternatively, there may be a very small identify afferent pathways involved in day-time phase
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shifting [17]. In short, a role for both the intergeniculate one of the brain areas that mediate phase shifting to
leaflet and the raphe nucleus is indicated. However, we triazolam [12]. The superior colliculus shows reciprocal
know only little of the underlying mechanism by which connections with the intergeniculate leaflet [9,23,25] and
phase shifts are induced at daytime. As most drugs induce projects also directly to the SCN in the rat, cat and rabbit
an increase in running wheel activity, the general notion [7,39,40]. Stimulation of the m-receptor in the superior
has emerged that it is not the drug itself but rather its colliculus may therefore have influenced the activity of
specific side effects that trigger phase shifts during the day. SCN neurones indirectly via activation of the intergenicu-
This idea was underscored by the finding that increased late leaflet.
activity by itself has phase shifting effects at daytime, and The present data show that stimulation of the m-opioid
that interference with behavioral activity prevents the drug- receptor by fentanyl has phase shifting effects and it is
induced phase shifts. However, the benzodiazepine chlor- suggested that endogenous opioids may play a significant
diazepoxide induces phase shifts without concomitant role in the circadian timing system. Possible phase shifting
change in activity [3]. Our present findings indicate that effects of exogenous administered opioids in patients
phase shifting by fentanyl occur without increment in should be considered.
behavioral activity.

The absence of activity induction in response to fentanyl
stands in contrast to the activating effect of morphine in Acknowledgements
mice [11]. The lack of activation in our hamsters may be
somewhat surprising because in the rat, the activating We thank Jan Janse for engineering and technical
effect of morphine appears to be mediated by the m- assistance and Jeroen Schaap and Mariska van Steensel for
receptor [8]. Possibly, species differences as well as their comments on our manuscript.
different activation patterns of the various m-receptor
subtypes by morphine and fentanyl may be responsible for
the differences in activation.
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